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About This Game

Neon Space is a fun and simple but at the same time highly addictive game.
The goal of the game is to drive your little space ship from one end to another, dodging numerous obstacles, solving puzzles,
opening new passages with checkpoints and discovering unique game mechanics by yourself. There are 50 levels, and there is

also a cool medal system so you can always try your best for that shiny gold medal. If the game becomes too hard you can make
it easier with your two in-game abilities slow and blink.

Slow ability- allows for the player to slow down everything except for the player itself.
Blink ability- allows you to jump a short distance. If you manage to time it right, you can even jump through some of the

obstacles in the game.

These cool little tricks will have to be used on some levels to push you a bit closer to that medal. To make sure the game doesn't
become too boring, new mechanics and tricks are being added to some levels, just to keep it spiced up through the entire play

time.
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Title: Neon Space
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 12 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel dual core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Good solitaire game. Fair amount of levels. Some purchable abilities. 9\/10. I like it, fun and surprisingly has replayability
value(as you try to finish it with different teams to unlock all achievements) One minor gripe, why not have a quick resolve
combat option? as it gets boring sometimes just waiting for 1 vs 1 combat to end.. Its a beautiful game but I have no idea whats
going on.. Not like any mancala I've ever played and the multiplayer - which was the whole reason I bought it - doesn't work at
all. So, i had a coupon. bought it with high hopes. got let down worse than i could have thought. bad controls. bad ui. no
direction. just bad.. Remember Split/Second ? Well, in my opinion, this is the game that started the game mechanic where you
race and blow up the environments at the same time.
It's the same as all the other arcade racers - it isn't even good, mind you - but it mixes racing with vehicular combat and
destructible environments. Somewhat succesful. It's kind of fun at times, but Split/Second is better in every way so if I have to
make a choice for you; go for that game.

[Rating: 64/100]
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Not as fun as hoped.. Great Hack n Slash game, had a few issues they should have already resolved such as some pathfinding
and so forth. Game is not overbearing, interesting settings (yes i'ts a iblican historical setting but there is no indoctrinization or
actual anti-anything or offensive sermonizing as one has come to expect form the religious stuff these days. it's just the setting
and a bit of historical application, nothing more). Game is smooth and graphically nice and I notcied no bugs of any relevance so
far, gameplay is the typical diabloe style and should be fun if you are into that genre. Certainly not a bad addition to your
library. Having bought their arena style offshoot Cannan a while back and enjoyed it, this too ihas been fun and certainly not a
bad buy.. Fun and simple game, yet quite challenging. Fantastic visuals with a great soundtrack. Worth the buy.. Great game.
Fun, charming characters everywhere, pleasant sound and visuals.. Love it it's extremely mind numbing. Incredible game. It has
amazingly vast landscapes that are so beautiful and makes wandering around very enjoyable. The painting aspect of the game is
very enjoyable and the paintings resemble their captures exactly, which is accurate, because during the game it is learned that
the protagonist's painting style is realism. Even though it is unknown of the type of folk the protagonist is, you interact with
bearfolk, owlfolk, deerfolk, and many others. These characters mainly give you fetch quests, which do get boring and repetitive
after a while, but usually reward in getting to go to new areas with new sights, which is worth it in my opinion. The game throws
you many hours of quests so it takes many hours to complete them all. Traveling places is very slow, but there is a fast travel
option and if you get the bicycle it is awesome!!! As for the graphics, they are very detailed and immersive and the lighting is
incredible. The only downside is that the game was developed with the Unity game engine, which has trouble scaling all of the
details in some of it's vast scenes. I have a 1080 Ti and still get some frame drops, which gets annoying at times but the frames
are usually fairly steady. I really enjoyed the music, especially the song played in Nava, and it gets stuck in your head very
easily.

This game is not for everyone though. If you think you have lots of patience and find yourself appreciating games with amazing
graphics, and love the exploration aspect in games, I'd say this game is for you!. If I could sum up my thoughts about this game
in one word, it would be PogChamp. Super neat little puzzle game that takes some careful thinking and observation to beat
within an hour. Love the work Escailty Games is doing and I can't wait for them to put the s in Games!

Easter Egg: Make the apple on the desk as large as possible and watch as it violates the First Law of Thermodynamics :)
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